CHILDREN DESERVE TO HAVE THEIR INNOCENCE AND HEALTH PROTECTED

CSE SEXUALIZES CHILDREN

We are seeing alarming education trends in our schools, across our city, across our state and across the nation. Schools in Arizona are implementing highly controversial and dangerous "Comprehensive Sexuality Education".

CSE goes beyond instruction on the human reproductive system and expected puberty changes. Using a rights based approach and focusing on sexual pleasure.

CSE teaches children they have autonomous sexual rights. Parents are intentionally left out of the conversation. CSE undermines parent’s authority over their children.

HARMFUL ELEMENTS

CSE TEACHES CHILDREN HOW TO PUT ON A CONDOM

CSE TEACHES CHILDREN THAT THEY CAN CHOOSE THEIR GENDER

CSE ENCOURAGES CHILDREN TO ROLE PLAY SEDUCING EACH OTHER TO GET CONSENT FOR SEXUAL ACTS

LEARN MORE AND SIGN THE PETITION
WWW.PROTECTARIZONACHILDREN.ORG